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ABSTRACT. A fact long considered unsatisfactory about the classical metriza-

tion theorem of AlexandrofF-Urysohn is that it expresses metrizability as a

countable uniformity, uniformity itself being almost the former. In view of their

unification, the classical theorems, with the exception of Arhangel'skií's regu-

lar open base theorem, are all really subject to the same criticism, to which our

theorem here is an answer. We give a generalization here of Arhangel'skií's, of

which Arhangel'skií's itself, the fundamental theorem of Alexandroff-Urysohn,

A. H. Frink's, and the Double Sequence Theorem of Nagata are all obvious

special cases.

Except for the regular open base of Arhangel'skiï [2] (Theorem VI. 7 of [18]),

common to all1 metrizing bases, in the absence of extensive assumption of sepa-

ration axioms, such as paracompactness or collectionwise normality, is the idea of

uniformity: the metrizing base in each case is made up of a sequence of collections,

separately imposed on each of which are conditions that refer little if at all to col-

lections beyond the next. This fact is most obvious in Nagata's systematic account

of them [17, 18], in Hodel's unified approach in their treatment [10], and in my

unification of them into particular cases of one master theorem [11]. Yet, it was

precisely because of this uniformity component in Alexandroff and Urysohn [1] and

in A. H. Frink [8] that these theorems were regarded as unsatisfactory topological

metrization theorems at the time (see e.g. §14 of Chapter 6 of Kelley [14]). In

any case, the requirement that the metrizing base can be written as a union of

countably many collections before topological conditions are imposed on each of

them individually is no small requirement and, in this light, Arhangel'skií's regular

open base theorem is singularly attractive. Here we are to generalize Arhangel'skiï

to the extent that we have as mere special cases Alexandroff and Urysohn [1], still

so fundamental in the theory in the opinion of Nagata (see p. 245 of [18]), along

with Frink [8], and Nagata's Double Sequence Theorem [17], from the former of

which follows easily the latter as do almost all others, according to Martin [15].

We have thus arrived at a new point of view and more unity among the theorems,
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'A partial exception is the main theorem of Collins, Reed, Roscoe, and Rudin [6], announced

in Collins and Roscoe [7]. But even there, the local bases W(N, x), x e X, are required to fulfill

the condition that £ £ Cl{x € X: £ <£ W(l,x)} for any £ € X, one of uniformity. The main

theorem of Collins and Roscoe is no exception at all and is in fact part of Corollary 2.4 of [11].
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having been inspired by Arhangel'skiï [2, 3], by Collins, Reed, Roscoe, and Rudin

[6], and by Gruenhage and Zenor [9].

DEFINITIONS. On a Ti space X, a pair-network (cf. [4]) is a collection A of

pairs {A, A'} of sets, A' being open and nonvoid and contained in A, such that,

for any neighborhood U of any x G X, there is such a {B, B'} G A that x G B' C

B C U. A nest B is a well-ordered, infinite subcollection of A such that, of B,

{A, A'} < {B,B'} => A' g B. If DM': {>M'} £ B} is nonvoid (and contains £)
we say B is /¿zed (at £). Given a nest B, its /ïrsi element {/,/'}; if there is, for

every {B, B'}eB, one {Ê, Ê'} G A such that 5' n B' ¿ 0 and 5' \ I / 0, we say

C = {{S,ß'}: {ß, B'} G B} is a companion of B. We further say that C captures

B ii\J{C: {C,C} G C} D B for some B G B.

THEOREM.   A Ti space is metrizable if (and only if) there is on it such a pair-

network that every fixed nest in it is

(i) (order) isomorphic to to, and

(ii) captured by each of its companions.

EXAMPLE 1. Any system of pairs of concentric balls of radii ratios greater than

some a > 1, numerous enough to form a pair-network, is such a pair-network.

From this example follows the necessity of the conditions of the Theorem for

metrizability.

EXAMPLE 2. In a regular open base R of Arhangel'skiï [2], there is such a pair-

network in A s {{R,R'}: R,R' G JZ, only finitely many members of R intersect

both ~ R and R'}.

For, for any nest B C A, any companion C of B is necessarily finite and at

least one of these finitely many members, {C,C}, is such that C D B for some

{B,B'}eB.
Arhangel'skií's Theorem is therefore a special case of our theorem.

EXAMPLE 3. Among the open sets in every sequence {lii : i & N} of open covers ■

described in the metrization theorem of Alexandroff and Urysohn [1], as it appears

as Theorem VI.1 of [18], there is such a pair-network in

A = {{U,U'}:U<=Ui,U'€ Ui+i,St(U',Ui+l) cU,ie N}.

Alexandroff and Urysohn is therefore a special case of our theorem.

EXAMPLE 4. Among the neighborhood bases {Vn(x) : n G N}, a: G A, assumed

decreasing without loss of generality, in Frink's metrization theorem, as it appears

in [15], there is such a pair-network in

A s {{Vn(x), Int Vm{x<n)(x)}: n G N, x G X}.

One notes that, for all x, £ G X and n,i/£N, Int Vmix<n) (x) n Int Vm^:U) (£) 9¿ 0

and m(x,n) < m(t],y) => Vn(x) D Int Vmiç,v)(Ç)-

Frink's Theorem is therefore a special case of ours.

EXAMPLE 5. Among the sequences of neighborhoods of Nagata's Double Se-

quence Theorem (Theorem VI.2 of [18]), assumed decreasing without loss of gen-

erality, there is such a pair-network in

A = {{Vm(i),Int Vn(x)}: m,neN,xeX,

Vm(x) D Uk(x) D Vfc(i) D Un(x) D Vn(x),  for some  m < k < n}.
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Nagata's Theorem is therefore also a special case of ours.

Note from the above that while pair-networks of the description of the Theorem

are readily discerned in the structures of Arhangel'skiï, Alexandroff and Urysohn,

Frink, and Nagata, it is difficult if not impossible to see in our pair-network any of

these structures. It seems therefore we have not only what is common in the four

structures, but also something weaker than any of the four.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. To prove that any T. space X on which can be

defined such a system A is metrizable, it suffices to prove that X is paracompact

(Hausdorff) and has a BCO [3, 12, 20]. In the following, we write (x,U) for

{{A, A'} G A : x G A' C A C U} for every neighborhood U of x G X. By definition,

(x,U)¿0.

We first prove that (*) for any nest B fixed at £, the set B' = {A1: {A, A'} G B}

is a local base at f, that is to say that, given any open neighborhood V of £ and any

{G, G'} G (£, V), C (and therefore V) contains B' for some {B, B'} e B. Since f] B'

is not a neighborhood of £, we have D ^ G', i.e., C \ D ^ 0 for some {D, D'} G B

and {{C,C}} is a companion of the nest {{A, A'} G B: {D,D'} < {A, A'}}. There

is therefore {B, B'} G B such that G D B 7> B'.

To prove that X has a BCO, we need construct only an (mci)-sieve [5]. Here we

describe the (mct)-sieve as a tree2 T of w-levels of nonvoid open sets arranged in

such a way that

(i)\jT = X,
(ii) a — (j{b: a < b} for all a G T, and

(iii) if B c T is a branch and if £ G f] B, then B is a local base at £.

Clearly, such a tree would have been defined if we let the first level of it be the

collection {A' : {A, A'} G A} and for every nonsingleton M on T, let the set of its

successors be {A1: {A, A'} G A, A ^ M}, provided (iii) is proved, i.e., provided

proved is that (t) a branch B of nonsingeltons is a local base at £ if £ G f] B. But

then, any such a branch corresponds to a nest B in A, and (*) above is equivalent

to (t).

To prove that X is paracompact (Hausdorff), we make use of Theorem 3 of [13]

and let ii be a well-ordered open cover of X. Let Ax = (J{(x,U): U G U} for

every x G X. Define a maximal well-ordered discrete subset Y C X such that,

of Y, y < z => z i \J{Ä: {A,A'} G Ay}. We write AY for [j{Ax: x G Y}.

Clearly {A1 : {A,A'} G Ay} is (a cover of X and) a refinement of U. For each

U G U, let AY,u = {{A, A'} G Ay : A C U,A qt V < U} (partitioning Ay).
Clearly, if {A,À'} G AY,u, then .{A, A'} G Ax for some x e U C\Y. Let A'YU be

{A':{A,A'}eAY,u}.
Now we are ready to define a function f on U into the topology of X as follows.

For all U G U, let f(U) = \JAY<U. Clearly, (i) f(U) C U for all U G U, and (ii)

f[U] covers X. Clear also is the fact that, for all U G U, (iii) Cl \J{f(V) : V < U} C

\J{V: V < U}. For, otherwise, there is £ G Cl[j{f(V): V < W}\{J{V: V < W}
for some W G U and while there certainly are nests B fixed at £ that begin with

such an {I, I'} that I is disjoint from (j{V f~l Y : V < W}, they are never captured

by any companion C built of elements of U"My,v : V < ^h a contradiction.    D

2Note that we can have the same open set occupying more than one position on T, i.e., we can

have a,b 6 T, a / b as members of T and yet a = b as open sets of X.
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REMARK. That (i) in our metrizing conditions is necessary can be seen in

the example of the Michael line [16], with a natural pair-network satisfying (ii)

obviously and failing to satisfy (i) equally obviously. In contrast, the Sorgenfrey

line [19] has one that satisfies (i) but not (ii).
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